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OR I G INA L ART I C L E
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Abstract
Individuals with the 16p11.2 BP4–BP5 copy number variant (CNV) exhibit a range of behavioral phenotypes that may include
mild impairment in cognition and clinical diagnoses of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). To better understand auditory
processing impairments in populations with this chromosomal variation, auditory evoked responses were examined in
children with the 16p11.2 deletion, 16p11.2 duplication, and age-matched controls. Stimuli consisted of sinusoidal binaural
tones presented passively while children underwent recordingwithmagnetoencephalography (MEG). The primary indicator of
auditory processing impairment was the latency of the ∼100-ms “M100” auditory response detected by MEG, with the 16p11.2
deletion population exhibiting profoundly delayed M100 latencies relative to controls. This delay remained even after
controlling for potential confounds such as age and cognitive ability. No significant difference in M100 latency was observed
between 16p11.2 duplication carriers and controls. Additionally, children meeting diagnostic criteria for ASD (16p11.2 deletion
carriers) exhibited nonsignificant latency delays when compared with the corresponding CNV carriers not meeting criteria for
ASD. Present results indicate that 16p11.2 deletion is associatedwith auditory processing delays analogous to (but substantially
more pronounced than) those previously reported in “idiopathic” ASD.

Key words: autism spectrum disorder, 16p112 deletion, 16p112 duplication, M100, magnetoencephalography

Introduction
Individuals with the deletion and duplication of the BP4–BP5
16p11.2 locus (chr16: 29.5–30.1 Mb) have varied behavioral phe-
notypes, including autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (Hanson

et al. 2010; Qureshi et al. 2014), language impairment (Hanson
et al. 2010; Shinawi et al. 2010; Zufferey et al. 2012), and deve-
lopmental delays. Individuals with the 16p11.2 deletion and
duplication, particularly duplication carriers, can also have a
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phenotype “within normal range” although they still tend to
demonstrate significant impairments compared with family
members who do not carry the deletion or duplication. Mouse
models and human data demonstrate that the consequences
of deletion of the 16p11.2 copy number variant (CNV) may be
more severe than the duplication (Horev et al. 2011; Stefansson
et al. 2014). The mechanistic linkage between this CNV
and behavioral/clinical/diagnostic findings, however, remains
elusive.

Studies have shown delayed auditory evoked neuromagnetic
field components (M100: Roberts et al. 2010; M50: Roberts et al.
2013) in conditions such as ASD. Delayed evoked responses per-
sist after variance associated with cognitive function (IQ) and
language ability is considered. It has been speculated that delays
in early auditory processing may reveal atypical development of
auditory sensory cortex and/or thalamocortical connections
(Roberts et al. 2009, 2013) and may functionally underlie subse-
quent higher-order neuronal dysfunction, leading to observed
behavioral sequelae.

The purpose of this study is to assess the left and right super-
ior temporal gyrus (STG) auditory evoked neuromagnetic field
M100 component, detected by magnetoencephalography
(MEG), in children with the 16p11.2 deletion and duplication in
comparison with age-matched controls. Specifically, we test
the hypothesis that STGM100 latencywill be delayed in the gen-
etically defined cohorts, in particular the deletion carriers. A hy-
pothesis is that genes or other conserved elements in the
16p11.2 interval are necessary for generation of an age-appro-
priate M100 response (for example, by coding for synapse for-
mation), and that, as with other CNVs, deletion carriers will be
more severely impacted than duplication carriers. An alterna-
tive hypothesis predicts that the M100 response, as an indicator
of atypical functional activity, more closely ties to phenotype
andmight thus be atypical in both deletion and duplication car-
riers with the same neurocognitive phenotype. Secondarily,
given that the 16p11.2 deletion and duplication carriers share
common breakpoints, it might be expected that observedmeas-
urement variability in the M100 will be reduced compared with
measures in idiopathic (no known genetic, or other, etiology)
ASD populations (Bijlsma et al. 2009). On the other hand, the
variable clinical phenotypes associated with the 16p11.2 dele-
tion and duplication (e.g., heterogeneous expression of ASD
diagnosis, language impairment, and other phenotypes, ran-
ging from mildly to severely impaired) might be expected to be
associated with increased measurement variance of neuronal
indices such as the M100.

A two-center multisite approach was adopted, as part of the
broader Simons Variation in Individuals Project (Simons VIP;
http://sfari.org/resources/simons-vip). The analysis examined
the left and right STG auditory cortexM100 latencies in response
to 200, 300, 500, and 1000 Hz sinusoidal tones. These analyses
compared 16p11.2 deletions and duplicationswith age-matched
controls and secondarily explored M100 latencies in the subset
of 16p11.2 deletion and duplication carriers with ASD. We ob-
serve that children with the 16p11.2 deletion exhibit M100
delays relative to age-matched controls, of even greater magni-
tude than previously reported in idiopathic ASD compared with
age-matched controls. Children with the 16p11.2 duplication
exhibit M100 latencies not significantly different from the age-
matched controls. Meeting diagnostic criteria for ASD in
16p11.2 CNV probands does not significantly further prolong
latency.

Materials and Methods
Genetic Status Confirmation and Neuropsychological
Assessment

16p11.2 deletion and duplication pediatric participants included
individuals with the same recurrent of ∼600-kb deletion
(chr16:29 652 999–30 199 351; hg19) without other pathogenic
CNVs or known genetic diagnoses (Zufferey et al. 2012). Probands
with the 16p11.2 deletion and duplication were identified
through routine clinical chromosome microarrays and recruited
through the Simons VIP Connect website to participate (Simons
VIP Consortium 2012). Cascade genetic testing of family mem-
bers using whole-genome high-resolution oligonucleotide
arrays (Agilent 244k, G4411B, Agilent Technologies) determined
whether the deletion or duplication was de novo or inherited
to determine whether carriers had other clinically significant
CNVs (which would be exclusionary) and to identify other
16p11.2 CNV carriers within the family (Baldwin et al. 2008).
Age-matched controls underwent chromosome microarrays to
rule out pathological CNVs at the 16p11.2 locus and throughout
the genome. Eight (out of 35) 16p11.2 deletion participants and
3 (out of 16) 16p11.2 duplication participants met criteria for
ASD as established by clinical impression using DSM-IV-TR cri-
teria (American Psychiatric Association 2000).

Following screening, families participated in initial data col-
lection at 1 of 4 Simons VIP phenotyping sites (Boston Children’s
Hospital, Baylor College of Medicine, University of Washington,
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia) for a comprehensive and
standardized multi-day evaluation. The study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board at each participating institution;
all participants provided informed consent prior to data collec-
tion. All diagnostic interviewing and cognitive testing was video-
taped for later review. Standardization of measurements across
sites included mandatory formalized, standardized training on
all measures through in-person training sessions and webinars
for all clinicians, cross-site reliability and maintenance through
monthly clinician conference calls and periodic videotape re-
view, and validation and diagnostic confirmation through data
review and observation of video recorded sessions by independ-
ent consultants.

Experienced, licensed clinicians gave best-estimate, clinical
DSM-IV-TR diagnoses using all information obtained during the
research evaluation. Information was based on the standardized
interview, questionnaire, and observation processes described
below as well as results from standardized administration of
the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children (Shaffer et al.
2000), SCL-90 (Derogatis 1977) and review of available medical re-
cords and prior testing. To capture the range of psychiatric pres-
entation, exclusionary criteria for diagnoses were not considered
(e.g., if a child met criteria for ADHD and ASD, both diagnoses
were considered). Autism-specific diagnostic measures included
theAutismDiagnostic Observation Scale (Lord et al. 2000) and the
Autism Diagnostic Interview —Revised (Rutter et al. 2003); both
measures were administered by research-reliable clinicians.

Participants were administered cognitivemeasures by experi-
enced and licensed child psychologists via the standardization
procedure described earlier. The Social Responsiveness Scale
was used as a continuous measure of social and behavioral pro-
blems with high scores thought to correspond with greater likeli-
hood of ASD (Constantino and Gruber 2005). Cognitive and
language measures included: Differential Abilities Scale, Second
Edition (Elliott 2007), Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence
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(Wechsler 2003), the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamen-
tals, Fourth Edition (Semel et al. 2003), and Comprehensive
Test of Phonological Processing—Nonword Repetition subtest
(Wagner et al. 1999). Standard scores were used, or when stand-
ard scores were not available, ratio intelligence quotient (IQ)
scoreswere calculated, for Full Scale IQ, Verbal IQ (VIQ), andNon-
verbal IQ (NVIQ). Control exclusion criteria included known
neurologic or psychiatric diagnosis in the participant or any sib-
ling, English as a second language, drug use, or incidental find-
ings on MRI.

Based on geographical proximity, participants proceeded to
MEG evaluation at 1 of 2 sites (Children’sHospital of Philadelphia,
or University of California, San Francisco).

Participants

One hundred and thirty seven child participants (Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia [CHOP]: 63, University of California,
San Francisco [UCSF]: 74) were recruited (46 16p11.2 deletions,
25 duplications, and 66 controls). Of this initial pool, 19 were ex-
cluded based on eligibility criteria (e.g., psychological/neuro-
logical profile, drug use, and incidental findings from MRI). Of
the residual pool of 118, who underwent MEG, 19 were found in-
evaluable due primarily tomotion artifact (6 controls, 7 deletions,
and 6 duplications). Thus, of the evaluable 99 participants (CHOP:
47, UCSF: 52), forty eight were age-matched controls, thirty-five
16p11.2 deletion carriers, and sixteen 16p11.2 duplication car-
riers. Of the age-matched controls, there were 19 females and
29 males, with 5 left-handed, 35 right-handed, and 8 ambidex-
trous (Oldfield 1971). Of the 16p11.2 deletion carriers, there were
15 females and 20males,with 9 left-handed, 22 right-handed and
4 ambidextrous. Of the 16p11.2 duplication carriers, there were 6
females and 10males, with 13 right-handed and 3 ambidextrous.

Stimuli, Procedure, and Delivery

Sinusoidal tones of 200, 300, 500, and 1000 Hzwere passively pre-
sented. Tones were generatedwith LabView, sampled at 44.1 kHz
with 16-bit resolution, and were of 400-ms duration with 10-ms
linear onset and offset ramps. Prior to data acquisition, an audi-
tory threshold test was conducted with 1000-Hz tones of 300-ms
duration and 10-ms rise time, binaurally presented (starting at a
comfortable hearing level) and decreased until reaching auditory
threshold for each ear. The experimental tones were presented
45 dB above the threshold, with each tone presented 130 times.
After completion ofMEG scanning, structural MRIs were acquired
using a 1-mm isotropic ME-MP-RAGE 3D T1 sequence (Siemens
Trio™ 3T, Siemens Medical Solutions).

Experimental stimuli were presented using an Edirol UA-1x
external D-to-A converter using E-Prime stimulus presentation
software. Stimuli were delivered binaurally through a TDT SA1
power amp, a pair of PA5 attenuators and an MA5 microphone
amplifier to Eartone ER3A transducers, and nonmagnetic air
tubes and ear tip inserts. The ISI varied pseudo-randomly in
the range 900–1100 ms.

MEG Recording

Data were acquired using either a 275-channel whole-headmag-
netometer (CHOP) or a 272-channel whole-head magnetometer
(UCSF). Using anti-aliasing filters, recording bandwidth was
DC-300 Hz, sampled at 1200 Hz/channel. Prior to scanning and
data acquisition, 3 head-position indicator coils attached to the
participant’s scalp at nasion and left and right preauricular

points provided continuous information on head position and
orientation relative to the MEG sensors. Electrodes attached to
the left and right clavicles and to the bipolar oblique (upper and
lower left sites) recorded electrocardiogram (ECG) and electro-
oculogram (EOG).

MEG Analysis

Source space analyses were implemented using BESA 5.2 (BESA
Research). Prior to evoked response analysis (offline averaging,
filtering, and baseline correction), the data were down-sampled
to 500 Hz with a zero-phase high-pass filter (cutoff frequency:
166.7 Hz, −24 dB/octave slope). Eye-blink and heart artifact cor-
rection was implemented as described in Roberts et al. (2010).
Epochs with artifacts other than blinks and heartbeats were
rejected on the basis of amplitude and gradient criteria (ampli-
tude >1200 fT/cm, and gradients >800 fT/cm/sample). For each
condition (i.e., 200, 300, 500, and 1000 Hz tones), epochs from
the continuous recordingwere defined 500 ms pre- and post-trig-
ger onset.

The presence of aM100 response in the left and right STGwas
determined using a standard dipole source model that trans-
formed the averaged and filtered MEG sensor data into brain
space (MEG data co-registered to the Montreal Neurologic Insti-
tute averaged brain) using a dipole model with multiple sources
(Scherg and von Cramon 1985; Scherg 1990; Scherg and Berg
1996). Specifically, the source model included left and right STG
regional sources positioned at Heschl’s gyrus and 9 fixed regional
sources modeling brain background activity and acting as probe
sources for additional activity. Each participant’s eye-blink and
heartbeat source vectors were included in the individual source
models (Lins et al. 1993; Berg and Scherg 1994).

Auditory evoked responses were analyzed after applying 3
Butterworth filters: 1) a 1-Hz forward-phase high-pass (−6 dB/
octave slope), 2) a zero-phase 40-Hz low-passfilter (−48 dB/octave
slope), and 3) a 60-Hz notch filter (5 Hz width). For each tone, the
evoked responsewas baseline corrected over the pretrigger inter-
val. M100 latency peak for the left and right STG dipoles was
determined based on the identification of an M100 in the sensor
and source waveforms within an acceptable range (85–185 ms),
resemblance to canonical M100 magnetic field topography and
dipole goodness of fit. Adjustments (extensions) to the accept-
able latency rangewere considered based on the age of the parti-
cipants (younger participants typically have longer latencies; see
Roberts et al. 2010; Roberts et al. 2013; Edgar et al. 2013). If a par-
ticipant did not exhibit an auditory cortex magnetic field topog-
raphy for a given condition, those observations were excluded
from further analysis. Typically, the M100 either followed a de-
tectable M50 or preceded a detectable M200 (or both). A total of
19 participants (2 controls, 17 deletions: 4 meeting ASD criteria)
in the age range of 7.98–12.60 years had the M100 search latency
window extended.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using R 3.1.2 (R Core Team
2014). A given result was considered significant for 1) P < 0.05 (lin-
ear mixed models, Wald Type II chi-square tests, correlation
tests, Tukey HSD) and 2) z > 2 (z-statistic, Tukey HSD). Results
were visualized using the “ggplot2” package (Wickham 2009).

Linear mixed models (LMMs) with a dependent variable of
M100 latency (ms) were performedwith randomeffect of Subject,
fixed effects of Case (16p11.2 deletion vs. 16p11.2 duplication vs.
neurotypical control), Hemisphere, Stimulus Condition (200, 300,
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500, and 1000 Hz), and Acquisition Site (CHOP vs. UCSF) with sub-
ject Age as a covariate and random slopes of Stimulus Condition
and Hemisphere. LMMs were fit via maximum likelihood using
the “lme4” package (Bates et al. 2014). Significance of the fixed ef-
fects was assessed using Wald Type II chi-square tests via the
“car” package (Fox and Weisberg 2011), and multiple compari-
sons, significance of individual factor levels, and effect sizes
were assessed using Tukey HSD via the “multcomp” package
(Hothorn et al. 2008). The primary model evaluated was a
main-effects model of Hemisphere + Stimulus Condition + Case
+ Age + Site + (Stimulus Condition + Hemisphere | Subject). Add-
itional models with NVIQ and VIQ as a covariate were also
assessed. Correlation tests (Spearman’s rho) between neuro-
psychological assessment scores (VIQ, NVIQ, SRS total score,
and CTOPP nonword repetition) and M100 latency were assessed
in 16p11.2 deletion and duplication carriers. Comparisons of
16p11.2 deletion and duplication carriers meeting versus not
meeting ASD diagnostic criteria were assessed using an LMM of
Hemisphere + Stimulus Condition + ASD status + Age + Site; ran-
dom effects structures were the same as in previous analyses.

Results
M100 Recording Success Rate

No significant difference in sensation level was observed be-
tween groups with mean differences of <5 dB (Χ2 = 3.810, df = 2,
P = 0.148). For the participants not rejected from analysis on the
grounds of excessive motion, evaluable auditory evoked re-
sponses from at least one stimulus condition (tone frequency ×
hemisphere) were obtained in all 35 of the participants with the
16p11.2 deletion and all 16 participants with the 16p11.2 duplica-
tion. In age-matched controls, evaluable datawere obtained in 45
out of 48 participants. In terms of success eliciting at least one
evaluable M100 response component, there was no significant
difference between groups, even considering motion-based re-
jection: controls: 45/54, deletions: 35/42, duplications: 16/22,
and Χ2 = 1.33 P = 0.51. Not all subjects had 8 evaluable responses
(left, right hemisphere, 4 stimulus conditions). 266 evaluable re-
sponses (out of 384 possible) were observed in controls (69.3%),
203 (out of 280 possible) were observed in 16p11.2 deletion
carriers (72.5%), and 65 (out of 128 possible) were observed
in 16p11.2 duplications (50.8%). Analysis of deviance on the
per-stimulus success rates indicated that the success rate for
16p11.2 duplication carriers was, however, less than that of
16p11.2 deletion carriers (estimate = 0.281, SE = 0.222, z =−4.231,
P < 1e − 04) or age-matched controls (estimate = 0.314, SE = 0.209,
z = −3.748, P < 0.001). Success rates for 16p11.2 deletion carriers
versus age-matched controls did not differ (estimate = 0.539, SE =
0.174, z = 0.902, P = 0.637). Summaries of age and psychological
score distributions for participants with evaluable data are
shown in Table 1.

M100 Latency Effects

Figure 1 illustrates a typical auditory evoked response from repre-
sentative individuals in the control, 16p11.2 deletion, and 16p11.2
duplication groups using the FieldTrip package (Oostenveld et al.
2011). Note that whereas source modeled waveformmorphology
is similar across participants, the latency of the peak “M100”
evoked response differs, later in the 16p11.2 deletion (compared
with control) and similar in the 16p11.2 duplication (compared
with control).

Within each group, M100 latency was negatively associated
with age (decreasing latency with increasing age), as has been
shown before (Paetau et al. 1995; Roberts et al. 2009; Edgar et al.
2014). Figure 2a shows associations betweenM100 latency versus
age for each group. Although regression slopes do not differ (−3.9
± 0.8 ms/year control vs. −5.6 ± 1.5 ms/year 16p11.2 deletion vs.
−2.4 ± 1.4 ms/year 16p11.2 duplication; F2,93 = 1.197, P = 0.307),
there is a clear shift between the regression lines, indicating a
longer latency in the 16p11.2 deletion group and suggesting an
earlier, although nonsignificant, latency (∼5 ms) in 16p11.2 dupli-
cations versus controls.Whereas the regression lines in Figure 2a
reflect an effectiveM100 latency derived from the responses from
both hemispheres to individual tones of 4 different frequencies,
the robust persistence of the general trend of significantly
increased latency in deletion carriers is shown in Figure 2b,c,
breaking down fixed effects of stimulus frequency (Fig. 2b) and
hemisphere (Fig. 2c). For each stimulus type and for both hemi-
spheres, the observed group differences between controls,
16p11.2 deletion, and duplication carriers are recapitulated.
Case differences are further explained in Table 2.

Age-covaried LMM indicated significant main effects for
hemisphere (L vs. R; Χ2 = 40.477, df = 1, P = 1.990e − 10), stimulus
condition (200 vs. 300 vs. 500 vs. 1000 Hz; Χ2 = 162.930, df = 3,
P < 2.2e − 16), and case (16p11.2 deletion vs. 16p11.2 duplication
vs. control; Χ2 = 32.265, df = 2, P = 9.857e − 08). In particular, re-
sponses were earlier in the right than left STG (estimate =−14.6
ms, SE = 2.3, z = −6.362, P = 1.990e − 10) and earlier to higher fre-
quencies (500 and 1000 Hz) than lower frequencies (minimum
estimate =−4.3 ms, SE = 1.1, z =−4.047, P < 0.001).

Whereas 16p11.2 deletion M100 latencies were longer
than age-matched controls (estimate = 20.9 ms, SE = 4.3, z = 4.822,
P < 1e−04), responses in 16p11.2 duplication carriers were not
different from controls, although their mean M100 latency
value was slightly earlier (estimate =−5.4 ms, SE = 5.6, z =−0.978,

Table 1 Participants with evaluable data distribution summary

Age-matched
controls

16p11.2
deletion
carriers

16p11.2
duplication
carriers

Age range
(years)a

7.31–17.15 7.98–17.03 7.38–16.92

Mean age
(years)

12.82 ± 2.56 11.32 ± .2.65 11.45 ± 2.41

N (evaluable) 45 35 16
NVIQ 105.73 ± 11.88 90.09 ± 15.07 83.06 ± 10.68
VIQ 107.24 ± 13.72 85.37 ± 17.05 91.69 ± 14.09
CELF-4 106.22 ± 11.22 75.81 ± 20.80 84.62 ± 13.18
SRS 16.68 ± 11.89 71.51 ± 34.38 72.06 ± 41.22
CTOPP

nonword
repetition

9.23 ± 1.95 5.64 ± 2.64 7.64 ± 1.45

aSummary of age and psychological score distributions for each case: participants

with evaluable M100 data. Values are means ± 1 SD. For participants with

evaluable M100 data (i.e., at least 1 observed M100 out of 8 measurements),

there was a significant difference in the age distributions (F2,93 = 3.88, P = 0.024)

between cases; this was due to the mean age of the controls being higher than

the population mean (estimate = 0.776, SE = 0.279, t = 2.781, P = 0.017). However,

the age distributions of each population overlapped within their mean and 1 SD of

each other, indicating the distributions were comparable. Age was nevertheless

considered as a covariate in all analyses. There were also significant differences

in the NVIQ (F2,89 = 22.96, P = 9.103e− 09), VIQ (F2,89 = 20.59, P = 4.485e − 08), CELF-

4 (F2,82 = 34.92, P = 1.068e − 11), SRS (F2,84 = 43.97, P = 5.235e − 14), and CTOPP

(F2,84 = 24.464, P = 4.245e− 09) distributions.
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P = 0.588). There was no effect of sex (Χ2 = 0.198, df = 1, P = 0.657).
No effect of nonverbal IQ (NVIQ) or verbal IQ (VIQ) as a covariate
was observed (NVIQ: Χ2 = 0.334, df = 1, P = 0.563; VIQ: Χ2 = 0.281,
df = 1, P = 0.596). There was no effect of recording site (CHOP vs.
UCSF; Χ2 = 1.484, df = 1, P = 0.223). The slight latency difference
(5.4 ms; 4.4 SE) is likely attributed to technical or population
sampling differences (and site was nonetheless included in all
analyses as a fixed effect). Effect sizes and Tukey HSD are sum-
marized in Table 3.

Figure 3 summarizes the effect of group, showing least-
squares mean M100 latencies (after modeling fixed effects of
hemisphere, condition, acquisition site, and covarying age and
accounting for individual subject differences in hemispheric pro-
cessing and response to the stimulus conditions as random ef-
fects). A pronounced prolongation of M100 latency is observed
in the 16p11.2 deletion group. There is no difference in mean
M100 latency between 16p11.2 duplication carriers and age-
matched controls. M100 latency distribution curves for each
population (Fig. 3b) show that the distributions do, however, dif-
fer significantly (Kolmogorov–Smirnov: min. D = 0.512, P = 2.578e
− 12), with the 16p11.2 duplication cohort shifted toward earlier
latencies. Hence, the approximately 5-ms earlier latency ob-
served in the 16p11.2 duplication group mean may indeed re-
present a nonsignificant trend, with statistical significance
likely not achieved because of the combination of small effect
size, high variance, and low sample number in this cohort

(evaluable n = 16). A power calculation estimate using a difference
in means of 5.4 ms, a pooled SD of 7.78 ms and requiring 80%
power at an alpha level of 0.05, suggests an evaluable sample
size of at least 33 would be required to resolve group differences
between the 16p11.2 duplication and control groups. Nonethe-
less, our interpretation of the mean and distribution data is
that of a nonsignificant trend, unresolvable in the present study.

Prior reports have indicated a delay in M100 latency as a char-
acteristic of ASD and a high prevalence of ASD in individuals with
the 16p11.2 deletion and duplication. In this sample, 8 out of the
35 evaluable (22.9%) 16p11.2 deletion carriers met diagnostic cri-
teria for ASD; 3 of the 16 evaluable (18.8%) individuals with
16p11.2 duplications met ASD criteria. These proportions did
not, however, significantly differ (Χ2 = 0.110, P = 0.741). Within
the deletion cohort, comparison of individuals with and without
ASD revealed a nonsignificant 8-ms latency prolongation asso-
ciated with ASD (estimate = 8.3 ms, SE = 7.0, z = 0.191, P = 0.740).
The ASD sample size of 3 prohibits statistical analysis within
the 16p11.2 duplication cohort.

For each group, collapsing across individuals with and with-
out ASD, association between least-squares mean M100 latency,
and the following psychological scores were examined for NVIQ,
SRS, CELF-4 core language index, and CTOPP nonword repetition
subtest. Analyses revealed no within group associations (min.
S = 9285.475, ρ = 0.248, P = 0.114) but confirmed overall latency
prolongation in the 16p11.2 deletion group.

Figure 1. Representative control, 16p11.2 deletion, and 16p11.2 duplication auditory response profiles. Artifact-corrected sourcewaveforms to a 1000-Hz tone in the RH for

a control (left column, 11.78 y.o.), 16p11.2 deletion carrier (middle column, 9.62 y.o.), and 16p11.2 duplication carrier (right column, 13.98 y.o.). All participants arewithin 1

SD of the mean population age. Source time courses are in the top row and source-sink distribution in the bottom row (source = red; sink = blue). M100 latency for the

16p11.2 deletion carrier is 152 ms, that for the control is 112 ms, and that for the 16p11.2 duplication carrier is 108 ms. From the visualization, the M100 peak is clearly

seen based on themagnetic field deflections and the canonical source-sink distribution; there ismore lateralization present in the control and as such, the corresponding

LH source-sink distribution is not displayed.
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Discussion
The main result of this study is a pronounced (∼20 ms) delay in
the latency of the M100 component of the auditory evoked re-
sponse in children with the 16p11.2 BP4–BP5 deletion. There
was no significant difference in M100 latency in 16p11.2 duplica-
tions versus controls. Main effects of stimulus type and hemi-
sphere were observed, along with the dependency of M100 with
age, consistent with previous reports. Of note, the overall effect
of (∼20%) increased M100 latency in 16p11.2 deletion carriers
transcended each of these factors.

However, the observed nonsignificant shortening of latency
in 16p11.2 duplications (as opposed to prolongation in 16p11.2
deletions) is not inconsistent with other gene-dosage-opposing
effects that have been reported. For example, 16p11.2 gene dos-
age has opposing effects on head circumference, with macro-
cephaly in 16p11.2 deletion carriers and microcephaly in
16p11.2 duplication carriers (Shinawi et al. 2010), opposing ef-
fects on brain volume by structural MRI (Qureshi et al. 2014),
and opposing effects on microstructure assessed by diffusion
MRI (Owen et al. 2014). A speculative interpretation is that one
or more genes in the 16p11.2 region may be necessary to ensure
a “typical” M100; haploinsufficiency of such genes or conserved
elements may lead to a delayed M100 evoked response; excess
dosage of such genetic material may have no additional impact

Figure 2. Latency versus age regression, stimulus condition, andhemisphericmeans for each case. Age-matched controls are delineated in gray circleswith a solid outline,

16p11.2 deletion carriers by orange triangles with a dashed outline, and 16p11.2 duplication carriers by light blue squares with a dotted outline. (a) For all 3 cases, there is

an inverse relationship between M100 latency (across stimulus conditions and hemispheres) and age, with the slopes between the cases not significantly different (F2,

93 = 1.197, P = 0.307). (b) M100 latency for each case and stimulus condition. For each stimulus condition, 16p11.2 deletion carriers exhibit a delay inM100 latency relative to

age-matched controls, whereas 16p11.2 duplication carrier latencies are not significantly different. (c) As with the mean M100 latencies in (a) and for each stimulus

condition (b), similar patterns of M100 latency delay are present in 16p11.2 deletion carriers for each hemisphere.

Table 2 Least-squares means for each case

Meana Age-matched
controls

16p11.2
deletion
carriers

16p11.2
duplication
carriers

Overall (ms) 127.2 ± 3.1 149.0 ± 3.6 120.9 ± 5.3
LH (ms) 136.7 ± 3.7 155.3 ± 4.0 126.5 ± 6.6
RH (ms) 118.6 ± 3.3 143.0 ± 4.1 115.7 ± 5.8

aLeast-squares means for age-matched controls, 16p11.2 deletion, and 16p11.2

duplication carriers: overall (modeling factors of Hemisphere, Stimulus

Condition, Case, Site, and covarying with Age) and within each hemisphere

(modeling Stimulus Condition, Case, Site, and covarying with Age), 16p11.2

deletion carriers exhibit an approximately 21-ms delay in M100 compared with

age-matched controls. The difference between 16p11.2 deletion carriers and

controls was significant overall and in each hemisphere (LH: estimate = 18.4 ms,

SE = 5.5, z = 3.339, P = 0.002; RH: estimate = 23.4 ms, SE = 5.5, z = 4.293, P < 0.001).

Table 3 Effect sizes estimates and Tukey HSD for case comparisons

Comparisona Estimate (ms) SE z P

deletion–control 20.9 4.3 4.822 <1 e−04
duplication–control −5.4 5.6 −0.978 0.588
duplication–deletion −26.4 5.6 −4.682 <1 e−04

aEffect size estimate and Tukey HSD for M100 latency between each Case. 16p11.2

deletion carriers exhibit delayed latencies relative to age-matched controls and

16p11.2 duplication carriers, whereas latency differences between 16p11.2

duplication carriers and age-matched controls are not significantly different,

although the distributions are significantly shifted toward shorter latency for

16p11.2 duplication carriers.
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or may lead to a slight facilitation of the M100 evoked response
component (with the degree of facilitation limited and ofmodest
amount). This hypothesis, which requires further investigation,
nonetheless offers a putative biological mechanism linking gen-
etic and neurophysiological differences.

Additionally, there was no significant difference in M100
latency between 16p11.2 deletion carriers whomet (vs. notmeet-
ing) ASD diagnostic criteria. We speculate that the additional, al-
though nonsignificant, latency prolongation associatedwithASD
diagnosis may arise from additional distinct and additive factors
acting within the setting of 16p11.2 CNV sensitization, perhaps
akin to those factors observed in idiopathic ASD. Previous studies
have hypothesized biophysical mechanisms underlying M100
latency delays associated with maturation of thalamocortical
white matter pathways or synaptic transmission. Genetic contri-
butions to these mechanisms as well as association between
atypical development in ASD and these mechanisms remain to
be elucidated.

A limitation, and topic for further exploration, was the differ-
ence in evaluable data success rates between groups (lower in the
16p11.2 duplication group). Data were rendered nonevaluable
primarily for reasons of compliance (movement) and low sig-
nal-to-noise ratio. Not only does this point to intrinsic differ-
ences between the groups, but it also limits our interpretation
to the subset of 16p11.2 duplication carriers with evaluable data
and thus constitutes a form of potential ascertainment bias.

The lackof association betweenM100 latency and the clinical/
behavioral/neuropsychologicalmeasures (i.e., NVIQ, SRS, CELF-4,
and CTOPP), along with the distinct difference in M100 latency

between 16p11.2 deletion and duplication carriers (despite clinic-
al/behavioral deficits in both groups), suggests that M100 latency
is not directly predictive of clinical/behavioral outcome. Rather,
as discussed earlier, the influence of 16p11.2 copy number on
M100 latency offers a speculative link between genetics and
neurophysiology, perhaps partially bridging the chasm of gene
to behavior. Although not explicitly tested in this study, it is not-
able that the M100 latency residual distributions (after consider-
ing effects of age, stimulus, hemisphere, case, and site) have a
standard deviation of the order of ∼5.6 ms, quite similar to that
previously observed in typical controls and idiopathic ASD, and
thus reflecting a similar degree of variability. This suggests, pro-
vocatively, that reducing genetic heterogeneity (at least to the
extent achievable by considering a common CNV) has little effect
on the variability of the neurophysiologic phenotype.

In summary, deletion of the 16p11.2 BP4–BP5 region had a pro-
found effect onM100 latency withmean delays of approximately
20 ms. Duplication of the same region showed no significant dif-
ference in M100 latency. The influence of ASD diagnosis on M100
latency was marginal and nonsignificant. No association be-
tween M100 latency and clinical/behavioral/neuropsychological
assessments was observed. Overall, results provide support for
a gene–neurophysiology association with an observable gene-
dosage effect and implicate the 16p11.2 BP4–BP5 locus as in-
volved in auditory evokedM100 response component generation.
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